
THE HARTMANN PAPERS:  The Rise and Fall of Bombardier 

The first report of the expected CSeries aircraft purchase by Delta Airlines appeared in public media in mid-April 2016, 
and the extremely high degree of confidence with which this order was predicted pointed to the only obvious source - 
Bombardier. In the next two weeks until Delta actually made it official, a media circus was unleashed that had all the 
hallmarks of a good American TV infomercial sponsored by, again, Bombardier. 

It was, and still is, a well coordinated corporate marketing campaign with grossly misleading statements, buzz words from 
Bombardier’s junior marketing guy’s dictionary, and a focus concentrated on very few narrow and specific issues to the 
total exclusion of hard true facts. To this day the media repeat the “$5.6 billion value” of the Delta deal, even though 
Bombardier itself tacitly acknowledged - and never disputed - the reported 75% discount which brings the deal down to a 
mere $1.4 billion. Bombardier already announced a $500 million write-off on this “onerous deal”, acknowledged that it is 
not going to make profit on its CSeries aircraft until 2021, and the Airbus sales chief, who is the one who ought to know, 
claims that Bombardier is losing $7 million on each Delta aircraft. So when will Bombardier start making profit, and how 
will it pay off the accumulated multi-billion $ loses with single-digit-millions of profits made on aircraft in 5 or 10 years? 

The CSeries is being presented as a “game changer” and a sort of revolutionary aircraft that guarantees Bombardier’s 
great future. In fact, it is just yet another airliner. State-of-the-art, but  no longer special. It does have new revolutionary 
geared turbofan engines with up to 20% increase in fuel efficiency compared to decades-old aircraft, but so do the current 
production Airbus NEO (over 4,500 ordered), Boeing 737 MAX (over 3,200 ordered), Embraer E-2 and Mitsubishi MRJ, 
which also have similar high-tech avionics and systems, composites, and modern passenger facilities. And how much can 
you improve on aerodynamics of a classical round-tube fuselage with pointy ends, swept tail and wings?  Not really much. 

Few days ago, on a CSeries demo flight to Zurich carrying airline executives attending the IATA conference in Dublin, 
Rob Dewar, Bombardier's CSeries general manager, told them that “this CS100 saves 35% of fuel over Airbus and Boeing 
aircraft”.  It is stupid marketing deceptions like this - still comparing the CSeries to obsolete, half-century old aircraft 
models while completely ignoring the thousands of Airbus Neo and Boeing MAX - that destroys Bombardier’s credibility. 
On the same flight, Tewolde Gebremariam, CEO of the ‘next big potential CSeries customer’, Ethiopian Airlines, said 
"I want the best deal, better (!) than Delta".  God help Bombardier and its sales team! 

In fact, the crucial difference among all these aircraft is in the targeted market segments, i.e. the aircraft seating capacity - 
and that is were the CSeries death trap is. But let’s start from the beginning. 

AIRCRAFT AND AIRLINE MARKETS 

One of the most crucial skills that helped Boeing to remain the world’s leading aircraft manufacturer, is the MIAM 
(Market Identification, Analysis and Monitoring), a crucial skill that Boeing developed into a really high form of art, 
which is emulated by other manufacturers. The single- and multi-aisle (widebody) aircraft markets are divided into 
segments defined primarily by the number of seats and maximum range. These market segments are rigorously analyzed 
by Boeing for their potential opportunities to either introduce new models, or the need to improve its existing models. 
They are also very closely monitored for any new competitor activities - such as CSeries - with a view of preventing other 
manufacturers from establishing themselves in the market, especially in segments where Boeing doesn’t have a product. 

The airline market is generally divided into regional and mainline airlines by ‘scope clauses’. Union contracts of mainline 
airlines seek to protect pilots’ jobs from outsourcing to smaller aircraft at regional airlines with much lower pilot pay 
scales and other costs, by restricting the size and number of aircraft that mainline airlines can outsource to regionals. The 
goal is to protect union jobs at major airlines from being eliminated by regional airlines cheaply operating larger aircraft. 

In the biggest market, the USA, the current scope clauses in contracts restrict regional airlines to 76 seats and 86,000 lb in 
weight, and in Europe to 100 seats. In addition to higher mainline overheads and other costs, the mainline crew salaries 
are sometimes up to ~10-times higher then those of young regional crews who, in their eagerness to build up their flight 
hours to eventually qualify for lucrative mainline jobs, are willing to work for starvation wages. Hence there is a huge step 
increase in aircraft operating costs just above the scope clause seating size. Only by increasing the number of seats filled 
with self-loading cargo can mainline airlines start making profit with them, and this limit is somewhere above 150 seats. 

Thus the market segment between the scope clause seating limit and 150 seats is outside the limits for regional airlines, 
and unprofitable for mainline airlines. In the rest of the world, primarily in Asia, the population is rapidly exploding in 
size, available financing is directed to developing major airport hubs which have restricted landing slots and high fees, 
while the regional airports infrastructure is still mostly inadequate and neglected. Together with an increasing shortages of 
pilots, the airlines are thus being pushed into upgauging to ever larger aircraft. All of the above is reflected in the airlines’ 
loss of interest in 100-150 seat airliners (apart from Ethiopian), as clearly evidenced by the current aircraft order backlogs. 



While Airbus and Boeing have correctly identified this 100-150 seat range as a ‘black hole’ market segment, Bombardier 
saw it as a life-time opportunity - perhaps due to its incessant marketing blunders and its propensity of discriminately 
hiring and promoting local inexperienced, underqualified, or even unqualified French Québecois marketing staff. 
The results speak for themselves.  So what is this Bombardier company, and where did it come from? 

POLITICS & MEGA-BUCKS 

In 1970’s the long simmering Québec sovereignty movement picked up considerable strength. 

In 1974 the Bill 22, known as the Official Language Act, was proclaimed by the Québec govt. 

In 1976 the PQ (Parti Québécois) won elections, formed the provincial government for the first time, and promised to 
hold a referendum on the issue of Québec’s independence. 

One of the obvious questions French Québecois politicians must have asked themselves was, how should they present the 
expected newly independent Québec to the world - as a rural, backward, third-world nation famous primarily for its maple 
syrup and Oka cheese, or as a modern, world-class industrial country? Obviously they picked the second option, but then, 
not having “a modern, world-class industry” they would have to create it first, from a scratch. As we now know, they 
selected ‘planes & trains’ as their new industrial flagship - it is definitively high-tech, and highly visible around the world. 

First of all, the politicians, being merely politicians, needed a proxy, or a front man, for this new industrial mega-project. 
They choose the iconic name of Bombardier, well known in Québec.  Joseph-Armand Bombardier was the world famous - 
at least within the confines of Québec and earth’s polar regions - “inventor of snowmobiles”,  even though Russians were 
using their air propeller-powered aerosani (aerosleds) in Siberia at the turn of the century long before Joe-Armand was 
even born, and a track-powered snowmobile was patented by an American in 1916, i.e. years before Armand ‘invented’ it. 

In 1974 Bombardier Inc., a small, private rural company struggling with a sudden decline in its snowmobile business, 
was awarded a lucrative $1.5 billion (est) order to manufacture 423 subway cars for Montreal, even though it had no prior 
experience in the urban transit engineering. With Montreal being world famous for political corruption scandals, it is hard 
to say what portion of that price was for actual costs, and how much of it was set aside for ‘special political purposes’. 

In 1976 the government acquired the old and nearly bankrupt Canadair Ltd. in Montreal from its US owner for $39 mil. 

In 1977 Jean Chrétien, as a new junior finance minister, arranged a $100 million rescue deal to save the Canadair CL-600 
Challenger business jet program from collapse due to major performance shortfalls which were grounds for cancelling 
orders. The deal was structured - in his own words - “to keep it from parliament and the public for several years”.  It was 
also tied to a TAG deal for 50 Challengers, which ended up with multi-billion $ cost consequences later on (see below). 

Over the next few years the CL-600 development costs soared from the original $100+ mil estimate to $1.35 billion, 
with the govt making annual “equity infusions” of $200, $240 and $310 mil, respectively, of taxpayers $’s to Canadair. 

In 1984 the govt then simply wrote off the Canadair CL-600 Challenger’s entire $1.35 billion development costs. 

In 1986 Brian Mulroney - after a direct intervention by Laurent Beaudoin (!!!) - awarded Canadair a lucrative 20-year 
$1.4 billion CF-18 jet fighter maintenance contract, which until then was widely expected to go to Bristol Aerospace in 
Winnipeg because its bid was cheaper and of a higher technical merit. Canadair’s value was thus greatly enhanced. 

Bombardier - surprise, surprise - then purchased Canadair from the govt for paltry $120 mil, with which it also received - 

- the $1.4 billion 20-year on-going contract for the CF-18 jet fighter maintenance 

- the $1.35 billion write-off by the govt of the CL-600 business jet development costs. With the development costs 
written off and CL-600 costs consisting primarily of labour and materials, the profits must have been considerable 

- multi-billion $ prime real estate land, the Cartierville airfield, right in the centre of Montreal (only 4 km from Mount 
Royal). This multi-billion $ hidden assets and cash cow conveniently never seem to be mentioned by Bombardier. 

In 1988 Bombardier Immobilier Ltée, claiming to be “a corporation created to enhance the heritage of Bombardier Inc.”, 
started development of the 460 acre Cartierville airfield land which at the time was said to be worth over $1 billion - 
construction and sale of 8,000 residential housing units (today priced at hundreds of thousands to several million $’s 
each),  plus the adjacent 200 acre Le Challenger golf course of unknown value. What could they do with so much profit? 

Bombardier, by a sheer coincidence (?) flush with lots of new cash, then built new super-modern CL-600 production and 
office facilities at the Dorval airport, and two years later built super-modern CRJ (and CSeries) production facilities at the 
Mirabel airport’s Foreign Trade Zone which enjoys a 25% tax relief on new building construction, and up to 40% wage 
subsidies through Investissement Québec as an incentive to move work up there - i.e. more taxpayer subsidies. 
What an enhancement of Bombardier’s heritage indeed. 



In 1989 Bombardier purchased Short Brothers aircraft manufacturing company in Belfast, Northern Ireland, for a mere 
£30 million. As part of the sale, the UK government also agreed to a £780 million (US$1.23 billion) subsidy - writing off 
of the company's accumulated losses, recapitalizing, and covering current and future losses and capital investments. 

Bombardier then promptly turned around and sold the adjacent Belfast airfield for £35 million, i.e. for more then what it 
paid for the whole package. Hence the Shorts company and the UK government’s £780 million subsidy were a free gift. 
Bombardier later built there super-modern production facilities for the CSeries wings and fuselages (among other things). 

In 1990 Bombardier purchased Learjet Company of Wichita, Kansas, the world’s oldest business jet manufacturer, for 
$113 mil.  It was not a huge financial windfall Bombardier got used to by that time, but its extensive business jets design, 
marketing and sales expertise, as well as a large customer base, were invaluable to Bombardier Business Aircraft Div’n. 

In 1992 Bombardier purchased the Boeing Canada’s de Havilland Division (“DHC”) in Toronto, in a more complex deal - 

- Bombardier paid $51 million for 51% of de Havilland' shares 

- the Ontario government paid $49 million for the remaining stock, with Bombardier having an option to buy Ontario's 
shares after four years (which it did) 

- the Ontario government committed to provide nearly $500 million in subsidies 

- the on-going Dash-8 production which was by that time already modernized, streamlined and fine-tuned by Boeing 

- a substantial part, if not the entire adjacent Downsview airfield right in the centre of Toronto, worth over $1 billion 

The Ontario government insisted on DHC’s Downsview airfield staying operational for its military and govt use. 
Bombardier eventually did sell and/or develop some parts of its prime land area, e.g. the site of the original 1928 British 
de Havilland plant and surrounding land on the north side.  If the govt eventually relents on its insistence on protecting the 
runway use - perhaps when DHC is eventually shut down permanently - Bombardier will undoubtedly develop it 
commercially just like the Cartierville airport in Montreal, or sell it like the Belfast airfield. For now this land, valued at 
over $1 billion 24 years ago, simply stays dormant on Bombardier’s books as a valuable ‘reserve fund’. 

In 2016 the big new issue is the CSeries rescue plan whereby the Québec govt has already committed itself to providing 
$1 billion (Cdn $1.3 billion) for 1/3 of the newly proposed separate CSeries company spun off from Bombardier, which is 
to be matched by the same deal from the federal govt, provided the Bombardier/Beaudoin family gives up its control of 
the company. This would be then complemented by another $1 billion issue of new shares - which may be the real reason 
behind the current media frenzy promoting Bombardier’s bright future (!) - for a grand total of US$3 billion in new funds. 

Did you notice how great things keep happening to Bombardier in regular two year intervals, and in even years? 
Except of course for the Short Brothers purchase in 1989, but they are foreigners to Québecers, so it ought to be different, 
and Chrétien’s 1977 $100 mil CL-600 rescue deal announcement - he was off by a year, but he was still new and young. 
It must be some kind of a natural bi-annual cycle for internal planning and disbursing of Canadian taxpayers’ billions. 

TAG (TECHNIQUES D'AVANT GARDE) 

In 1993 Bombardier launched its new ultra-long-range Global Express (“GX”) business jet, which superficially resembles 
the CRJ - a long tubular fuselage with pointy nose, swept T-tail, swept low wings with winglets, and two engines on its 
pointy tail. However, this similarity is literally only skin deep, and in reality it is indeed a completely different aircraft. 

Later on a Bombardier Sr. VP freely talked about TAG, a Challenger exclusive dealer for the Middle East & Nth Africa, 
and its lawsuit against Bombardier in which it claimed that the GX was a direct derivative of the Challenger.  According 
to this Sr. VP,  the 1977 agreement by which Chrétien and TAG essentially saved the CL-600 program from collapse, 
TAG  was entitled to a royalty of $1.0 million from each sold Challenger or any other aircraft derived from it. 
Subsequently, two sales directors confirmed that this was a “common knowledge” in the business aircraft division’s sales 
department. So far some 3,000 Challengers and its stretched versions, CRJ’s, have been produced - and they have always 
had a reputation of being very expensive aircraft - thus suggesting some $3 billion in payments to TAG in royalties alone. 

In 2016 Bombardier announced that it would cancel an agreement with “its third party sales agent, TAG”, and wrote off a 
“$278 mil in compensation to TAG” - i.e. more than the total it paid for Shorts, Learjet and DHC (!). Bombardier also 
cancelled 24 firm and 30 optional orders for its planes, hoping to resell those aircraft “without paying a sales agency fee”. 

Bombardier dealers or sales representatives in foreign countries typically receive a monthly retainer to cover their office 
expenses - about $30k - plus a commission on every aircraft they sell - about 2.5% of the sale price, double that for spares. 

So, what else, if not hefty billions in royalties, could have made the TAG dealership agreement so extremely valuable? 

And if Bombardier indeed paid TAG those billions in royalties, how much did it pay back to the govt for all those multi-
billion $ handouts from Canadian taxpayers? “That’s highly confidential”, says Bombardier.  Most likely, not very much. 



BOMBARDIER MARKETING SKILLS 

Bombardier’s primary interest in DHC was not the unglamorous turboprops, but the vast engineering, marketing, sales and 
support know-how, and customer base of one of the world’s oldest and most experienced regional airliner manufacturers. 

Since the Ontario govt insisted on DHC jobs staying in Toronto for at least 10 years, all Canadair marketing, sales and 
support employees had to be relocated to Toronto. This resulted in most of those positions being initially double-occupied, 
with one person being ex-DHC and the other ex-Canadair. With most ex-Canadair staff being recently hired locally in 
Montreal, very few, if any, had any airliner industry experience, and many of those employees were under-qualified or 
even outright unqualified, with at least some of them being just plain political F&R (“Friends & Relatives”) appointees. 

First, a lot of ex-DHC people were fired (e.g. 12 sales directors on the very first day), then some ex-DHC people were 
explicitly instructed “to teach their double-posted ex-Canadair colleagues everything they knew because they are going to 
be replaced by them”. Employees in whole departments were demoted to the basic level and from these pools individuals 
were being picked and promoted to managerial levels (the sales department revolted, and its ‘reorganization’ was then 
handled separately).  Naturally most, if not all people promoted to higher management positions had very limited, if any, 
airliner experience, but they all did have family roots in Montreal. This gave rise to the “Québecois Nepotism” legends. 

Bombardier’s subsequent marketing and management blunders and incompetence clearly demonstrated themselves. 
To what degree this was caused by Bombardier’s peculiar practice of ‘political’ hiring and promoting, is anybody’s guess. 

After the de facto takeover of de Havilland by Canadair, one of the top executives incoming from Montreal with 
no experience in aviation talked about adopting new strategy commonly used by automobile and ‘white goods’ industries 
- introducing at least one new model every year. He was totally ignorant of the fact that when those industries introduce a 
new model, the previous years’ models can be safely abandoned to their fate in customers’ hands, and when they break 
down, they are simply junked. On the other hand, each new aircraft model requires multi-billion $ investments and 
dedicated teams of engineers and support staff essentially for the rest of its useful life. This leads to a rapid fragmentation 
and depletion of aircraft manufacturer’s resources, not only financial but more importantly, engineering and support staff 
which is hard to replace. The multi-billion $ R&D write-offs on the Q400, BRJ-X, CSeries, and outright cancellations of 
Learjet 85, Global 8000, and most likely Global 7000 after its recently announced 2 year delay, is a testimony to it. 

In 1989 the 50-seater “Challenger RJ” (CRJ) was a simple stretch of the Challenger business jet to exploit opportunities 
in the airline business where the only regional jet available was the old Fokker F-28. Unfortunately, this CRJ inherited a 
number of undesirable business jet features. The Challenger was designed as a business jet with super-critical wing to 
cruise at high altitudes over very long distances, and with typical low utilization of 600 - 1,000 hours a year. The CRJ is 
used on relatively short regional routes with high frequency flights, and with high utilization (~3,000 hrs). This resulted in 
highly premature cracks in wing structures, high operating costs, and poor airfield performance (on the first demo tour of 
Australia pilots surreptitiously polished wing leading edges cleaning off bugs before each flight to prevent stalls). 

Passengers also frequently complain about cabin windows being positioned at their knee level, many of them finding it 
quite claustrophobic. This resulted from the difference between typical business jet’s plush armchair seats positioned 
close to the floor, and much taller upright seats in airliners, as illustrated on one of the Bombardier’s slides (see below). 

In 1995, to the astonishment of the whole world’s aviation community, Bombardier launched not one, but two 70-seater 
aircraft - the regional jet CRJ-700 and a 360 kt ‘jet-speed’ regional turboprop DHC-8 Series 400 (‘Q400’). 

The CRJ-700 fixed some of the previous 50-seater model’s worst deficiencies with a modified and strengthened wing to 
reduce structural cracking, leading edge slats to improve performance, and windows raised by 5.8” to at least the shoulder 
height, while the additional 20 seats improved the high per-seat operating costs. This was just a logical product 
improvement demanded by customers, rather then a result of any sophisticated marketing research and strategy efforts. 

The Q400 was originally a 70-seat Dash-8 stretch proposed in 1990 by Boeing Canada in response to the 74-seat ATR-72. 
It was taken over by Montreal’s engineering from Toronto’s de Havilland, and with their megalomaniac desire to prove 
their own superiority over the other ‘jet speed’ aircraft manufacturers with failed projects - the Dornier Do-328 and 
SAAB 2000 - the ‘jet-speed’ turboprop Q400 ended up being a major disaster itself. One of the golden rules in aviation, 
obviously unknown to Bombardier’s top brass in Montreal, is that “if you want a jet-speed aircraft, build a jet aircraft”.  
At speeds between 300 to 400 kt the aerodynamic, engine power and structural strength requirements start to rise 
exponentially, and the resulting weight, aerodynamic and power requirements and penalties become prohibitive. The only 
known jet-speed turboprops are the 1950’s Russian Tu-95 bomber and its civilian derivative, the Tu-114 airliner, with 
highly swept wings and four 14,800 shp engines - unmatched to this day in the West - with counter-rotating propellers. 

In several “death spiral” development cycles, which were repeated years later by Bombardier in its BRJ-X project 
(the CSeries predecessor), the ‘jet speed’ objective required more powerful engines with much higher fuel consumption. 



This then required further fuselage stretch to reduce per-seat fuel consumption and costs, which increased the empty 
weight, and thus required even more power, etc. After several  such “death spiral” design cycles, the Q400 ended up 
with engines about twice as big as on the competing similar-sized ATR-72, and the engine nacelles alone are physically 
bigger than the very first DHC aircraft, the two-seater Chipmunk. The overstretched fuselage then caused aerodynamic 
difficulties with powerful propeller slipstream (propwash) wrapping itself around the long tail, requiring two huge ventral 
fins on the bottom of the fuselage to break down those powerful vortices causing severe vibrations and control problems. 

But even bigger problem with the ultra-long fuselage are structurally devastating and extremely costly tail strikes during 
takeoffs and landings. The solution Montreal ‘experts’ eventually settled on was to fly with one pilot dedicated to 
monitoring the fuselage attitude during takeoffs and landings to ensure that it is as close to horizontal as possible. 
This requires higher takeoff and landing speeds, which in turn degrade the airfield performance. 

Bombardier reportedly considered an articulated fuselage similar to articulated streetcars, but found that to be impractical. 

The Q400 design was claimed to be optimized for 450 nm distances and 360 kt speed. From introduction into service the 
worldwide Q400 fleet averages, according to Bombardier’s RU statistics, have been just below 60 min flight time, 
corresponding to just over 200 nm route. On such distances the Q400 is only few minutes faster than the ATR-72, 
but burns 50% more fuel. The Q400 does have 6 more seats at equivalent passenger facilities configuration, but those 
seats bring in additional revenue only when you can fill those last few empty seats with a self-loading cargo - which isn’t 
often. And to add more embarrassment to the Q400, its very low cabin pressurization inherited from the old Dash-7 - and 
one of the lowest among the regional aircraft - forces the Q400 to start its descent soon after reaching its cruise altitude. 

After a very slow sales start highly reminiscent of the CSeries, and with fuselage barrels wrapped in blue plastic arriving 
from Japan at a steady rate and piling up on de Havilland’s tarmac (reportedly due to a very solid Mitsubishi sub-contract 
and stiff cancellation penalties), Bombardier decided to continue with the Q400 program. It was saved by writing off 
$264 million in development costs, and by making two large sales to Flybe and Porter.  According to a source who ought 
to know (ATR), even though the Q400 list price was $10 million higher than the ATR-72, Bombardier made to these two 
customers an “offer they couldn’t refuse” - reportedly undercutting even the discounted ATR-72 price.  Déjà vu, Delta? 

In 1998 Bombardier announced the BRJ-X 90 and BRJ-X 110, a 90 to 110-seat aircraft generally similar to the CSeries 
but with then-current production engines (CFM-56, BR-750, ...), at expected program development cost of $1 billion. 
A new division, Bombardier Commercial Aircraft (BCA) - as opposed to the Bombardier Regional Aircraft Division 
(BRAD) in Toronto - was established in Montreal for this project, headed by a Boeing exec, Gary Scott. It was set up in 
parallel with, but in total isolation from BRAD in Toronto where Bombardier’s all existing airliner industry know-how 
resided. With a total communication blackout between the two divisions, nobody at BRAD knew what they did at BCA, 
or who actually worked there (presumably it was staffed by locally hired people, i.e. inexperienced French Quebecois). 

Because its existing competitors - Fokker, B737, DC-9 - were designed in 1960-1970’s when regulations and aircraft 
systems were much simpler, the new BRJ-X design was substantially heavier, and ended up going through several “death 
spiral” design cycles, just like the Q400. At the end, before it was cancelled, the last version of the 110-seat BRJ-X 110 
was 37% heavier than a 108-seat Fokker 100, and marginally heavier (1-2%) than 138-seat B737-500 and 118-seat B717. 

In 2000 the BRJ-X program was therefore cancelled, and the original CL-600/CRJ stretched for the 3rd time into a 90-seat 
CRJ-900. This aircraft features baggage micro-compartments located below the floor, which has sort of sliding pallets for 
baggage, but still requires real ‘little people’ to crawl into a small cross-section under-floor space to retrieve baggage. 

In 2004 Bombardier announced re-start of the cancelled BRJ-X program development as the C110 (100-125 seats) and 
C130 (120-145 seats) aircraft. These were later re-designated as CS100 and CS130 (for Commercial Series, or CSeries). 

In 2006, because of lack of airline interest (!), Bombardier once again cancelled this BRJ-X project, just like before. 
Curiously, even this continuing lack of airline interest in 100 - 145 seat aircraft didn’t trigger any alarms at Bombardier. 

In 2007 Bombardier therefore launched the 4th CL-600/CRJ stretch, the 100-seat CRJ-1000 instead. Because this aircraft 
by its size also reaches into the ‘black hole’ market segment, it is by now also shaping up as a failure with very slow sales. 

In 2008 Bombardier once again relaunched the BRJ-X project as the CSeries, but this time with new, highly fuel efficient 
Pratt & Whitney Geared Turbofan (GTF) engine, the PurePower PW1500G. The new engine gave the CSeries a 20% fuel 
efficiency improvement, and thus, as they say, ‘game changer’ economic advantages over the old, then-existing airliners. 

In 2008 the Canadian government approved $350 million, the Québec government $117 million, and the British 
government US$310 million in subsidies to cover research and development costs of the CSeries. The CSeries was once 
again being developed in Montreal, in a complete secrecy and total isolation from Regional Aircraft Division in Toronto. 
To this day essentially no CSeries detailed technical or marketing documentation is available anywhere for evaluation by 
external experts, and the only marketing study that has somehow surfaced in the public was of a poor, dilettantish quality. 



In one of its presentations even Bombardier correctly identified the scope clause limits, and depicted the rapid decline of 
100 to 150-seat aircraft deliveries over the last 10 years into this market. However, while all of this led everybody else to 
identify this market segment as a hopeless ‘black hole’, Bombardier must have seen it as a great opportunity for itself. 
And to this very day, it has not wised up yet. 

THE ‘NEW’ CSERIES COMPANY 

Presently the public awaits the federal govt’s decision on its expected US$1 billion support for the CSeries, and its 
demand for Bombardier/Beaudoin family, a minority shareholder (25%), to relinguish its absolute control of the company. 

The Bombardier/Beaudoin family, a mere proxy for the Québec’s old pro-independence French political establishment 
(the “Family’), controls the Bombardier company through a dual-class share structure. It will never ever give up that 
control for a very simple fact - the rapid, spectacular rise of this small private company from essentially nothing to the 
present day corporate ‘planes and trains’ behemoth, was from the very beginning nothing but a giant political project. 

From mid-1970’s it was diligently orchestrated by the Family, and paid for by an astronomical, multi-billion $ financial 
support from all Canadian taxpayers. The well known practice of its discriminatory hiring and preferential promotions to 
management positions of under-qualified, or even unqualified employees as long as they were French Canadians, and the 
company facilities’ deliberate heavy concentration in Québec, reveals the true purpose of this project. In fact, it should 
have been renamed as Québec National Industrial Monument (“QNIM”), or something like that, long time ago. 

The idea of a ‘new’ CSeries company split off from Bombardier Inc., nowadays heavily promoted in media frenzy and 
euphoria over the Delta sale, is for the Family a clear win-win solution. The CSeries program is doomed by Bombardier’s 
colossal marketing blunders, mismanagement, multi-billion $ loses, deliveries over the next five years at prices below 
production costs and equally bleak profit future after that, all of which will require endless billions in govt subsidies in 
future years. If, on one hand, the govt wises up and decides to cut the taxpayers’ lifeline, 2/3 of the failed company is 
going to be already on govt books, and with the healthier parts of the company (equally giant Transportation and Business 
Jets, and presumably the prime real estate land at the Dowsview airport) split off and still firmly in its hands, the Family is 
going to win by minimizing its own loses.  If, on the other hand, Baby Trudeau continues pumping billions of taxpayers’ 
money into it and the CSeries company thus survives, the Family will again win by continuing to be still in control. 

Today’s Bombardier is an enormous, two-handed industrial monster created by Québec with Canadian taxpayers’ money, 
and with Québec’s French-speaking workforce upgraded with know-how extracted from the rest of Canada. Its one hand 
is always extended asking for a steady flow of Canadian taxpayers’ billions, while the other hand repeatedly writes off 
billions in losses, development costs, subsidies, repayable loans that are seldom repaid, and marketing blunders like Q400, 
BRJ-X, Learjet 85, Global 8000, CSeries.  As Bombardier might say, in Canada “billions easy come, billions easy go”. 

Not mentioned here are further billions in other miscellaneous govt handouts, losses by sub-contractors who spent lot of 
their own money but now have to wait for years to start their deliveries, and other financial assistance to Bombardier. For 
example, Québec has now allocated $250 million to its MACH Initiative to lure more ‘Tier 1’ aerospace subcontractors to 
relocate to Québec, even though over 50% of Canadian aerospace is already located there.  In 2008 the Québec premier 
Landry announced that he’s prepared to provide loan guarantees worth $3 billion to foreign buyers of regional jets, while 
EDC at the national level over the last five years provided over $10 billion in loan guarantees, $8 billion of which went 
directly to CRJ customers.  How many more billions are going to be available to Bombardier’s CSeries customers? 

But, on the other hand, let’s not forget all those jobs that are being created with Canadian taxpayers’ money - in Mexico, 
Morocco, Japan and many European countries - while jobs are being lost in Canada, like the 7,000 layoffs announced last 
February, or 6,000 layoffs following the 9/11, and countless almost regular waves of layoffs by the hundreds in between. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is a noble act when provinces or countries do their utmost to promote their home industries. However, when a province 
with strong ambitions for independence is building its very own new massive industrial base monument with billions of 
taxpayers’ money from the rest of the country which it wants to separate from, there surely must be something wrong. 

All Canadians have by now a huge investment in the Québec’s monumental Bombardier industrial empire, both financial 
as well as in technology and human skills, and it would be a great loss to the whole nation if it was to go down the drain. 

It is now up to Baby Trudeau’s government to decide whether it is going to lower itself down to the Québec French 
national political establishment’s level, or whether it is going to rise up and act for the benefit of all Canadians. For that, 
this giant behemoth must be freed from the definitively incompetent, and perhaps even politically immoral, 
Family’s stranglehold,  the CSeries somehow saved from the present ‘black hole’ market segment,  and a new purpose for 
its life found in some other market where the sun is shining. 



 

The 100-150 seat ‘Black Hole’ Market Segment 

 
Launched in 1998 as BRJ-X; cancelled in 1999; re-launched in 2004 as CSeries; cancelled in 2006; re-launched in 2008; 

to be cancelled in 20?? 

BRJ-X (Bombardier Regional Jet - eXpansion)



 
Bombardier Immobilier Ltée construction  of 8,000 housing units on former Cartierville airfield land (now Bois-Franc) 

(former Canadair plant and hangars are seen just behind it) 

 
CRJ regional aircraft windows design 


